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Abstract
Despite their prevalence and power in markets throughout the United States,
local multihospital systems (LMSs) – also referred to as hospital-based
“clusters” – remain an understudied organizational form, with studies instead
primarily focusing either upon individual hospitals or viewing hospital
systems collectively without distinguishing the local “sub-systems” that
comprise larger regional or national hospital chains. To better understand
these organizational forms, we develop a taxonomy specifically devote to
LMSs, applying taxonomic analysis methods to a sample of LMSs in six U.S.
states while accounting for LMSs’ geographic arrangements and nonhospital-based service locations. Our analysis identifies five distinct LMS
categories, with forms clearly distinguished according to their varying
degrees of differentiation and integration. The study’s results accentuate the
importance of accounting for hospital systems’ activities and arrangements in
local markets – including their non-hospital-based sites – and highlight
differences in systems’ achievement of integration and coordination across
services and locations, providing considerations in light of U.S. health system
reform as well as international patterns of regional system formation.

Keywords
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1. Introduction
Local health care markets throughout the U.S. typically include one or more
multihospital systems, recognized by their ownership and operation of two or
more hospitals within proximate geographic areas. These local multihospital
systems (LMSs), also referred to as hospital-based “clusters,” include
systems contained within a single metropolitan area as well as “subsystems”
of regional or national hospital chains operating within a specific local
market, and they now represent the majority of general acute care hospitals
[1].
Despite their dominance, LMSs remain understudied because research often
fails to distinguish local multihospital systems, grouping together
multihospital chains operating across multiple markets with those in a single
local area [2, 3]. Studies have seldom explicitly examined LMSs as an
organizational form, but of the exceptions, researchers point to the potential
for LMSs to improve care coordination and service rationalization given their
proximate spatial arrangements [4-7]. At the same time, these scholars have
challenged LMSs’ progress in realizing such potential, leading us to ask, to
what degree do today’s LMSs integrate and coordinate the delivery of care
across their services and locations?
Answering this question requires a deeper understanding of LMSs’ forms,
including their diverse structures, service configurations, physical
arrangements, and behavioral patterns. Although anecdotal evidence
suggests LMSs “vary dramatically from one another, both within and across
markets” [7: 42], empirical classification of LMS forms has remained
nonexistent in the literature. Such classification would recognize both
common features and key differences among LMS forms, addressing
problems of underidentification or overidentification, respectively [8], and
would answer calls for taxonomic analysis of LMSs [1, 6]. Given this
knowledge gap, our study develops a taxonomy describing and categorizing
LMS forms.
Our study is distinct from previous taxonomic efforts of hospital systems
[e.g., 9, 10] as it is the first taxonomy focused upon local multihospital
systems, incorporating proximity for defining multihospital systems. This
1

distinction permits the comparison of forms observed between different
LMSs even within a single multihospital chain, recognizing that health care
remains primarily local in nature [4, 11]. In contrast to previous research,
this study also examines spatial differentiation when classifying hospital
systems and accounts for LMSs’ hospital- and non-hospital-based service
locations, reflecting local systems’ “geographic expansion race” to develop
and disperse new hospital facilities and freestanding non-hospital-based sites
throughout local markets [12]. And, whereas previous taxonomic studies
used hospital data before 2000, this study utilizes more recent data, reflecting
the current health care system landscape and the myriad developments in the
hospital industry since the beginning of the 21st century.

2. Theoretical framework
Taxonomic analysis requires a theoretical framework identifying
characteristics across subgroups [13]. Contingency theory describes
differentiation and integration as “environmentally required states”
confronting each organization and influencing its effectiveness, with
organizational forms described according to varying levels of differentiation
and integration as they adopt structures that best fit the demands of their tasks
and environments [14: 132]. Similarly, strategic management theory
recognizes configuration and coordination as key dimensions characterizing
firms’ strategic activities, allowing them to fit environmental demands with
internal competencies to achieve competitive advantage [15]. Luke and
Ozcan [1] noted the complementarity between differentiation and
configuration as well as integration and coordination, explaining that they
collectively account for improved performance afforded by spatially
proximate relations and geographic arrangements.
Scholars have distinguished numerous forms of differentiation, including
horizontal, vertical, and spatial differentiation. Mileti and colleagues [16:
210] defined horizontal differentiation as “the number of services or jobs
performed” by an organization. In health care, this relates to the number and
type of patient services. In contrast, vertical differentiation accounts for the
hierarchical ranking of organizational services or functions [16, 17]. For
2

health care organizations, this refers to qualitative variation in the complexity
or level of care offered among organizational units [3, 18]. Together, these
concepts have also been collectively referred to as service or product
differentiation [e.g., 9, 11]. Another source of organizations’ distinctiveness
is spatial differentiation, defined as the number and geographic dispersion of
organizations’ physical locations [11, 17]. This definition is like Porter’s
[15] description of configuration: where and in how many sites an
organization’s value chain activities are located. We treat spatial
differentiation and configuration as equivalent concepts1 that complement
both horizontal and vertical strategies, recognizing “activities can be
dispersed geographically according to either vertical or horizontal functions”
[22: 137]. The spatial arrangement and proximate geographic positioning of
organizational units provides the enhanced opportunity to develop
interdependent relationships and complementarities across fellow
organizational locations; that is, horizontal and vertical strategies of
differentiation and integration may benefit as a result of spatial proximity in
local markets, aiding rationalization, promoting cooperation, and amplifying
organizational performance through optimal configurations [1, 3, 11]. Thus,
we anticipate that the levels of horizontal, vertical, and spatial differentiation
exhibited by LMSs vary, serving as distinguishing characteristics across LMS
forms.
As organizations engage in increasing levels of differentiation, they grow in
their complexity; in turn, the opportunity and value of enhanced coordination
and integration increase [22]. Integrative activities have typically been
described as horizontal or vertical. Horizontal integration is the combination
of organizations with substitutable outputs, which health care studies
frequently operationalize as the joining of multiple hospitals under common
ownership [23, 24]. Gillies and colleagues [25] noted that horizontal
integration in health care also occurs in non-hospital settings, referring to
same-stage activities and units in the continuum of care. In contrast, vertical
integration describes connections of non-substitutable components across
successive stages to produce a final product, which in health care is the
provision of health services [24, 26]. Just as integration follows the increased
complexity resulting from differentiation, Porter argues that configuration
precedes coordination, which provides unity and structural arrangement to an
3

organization’s interdependent tasks and components spread across proximate
organizational units [1, 15]. In this sense, coordination as an integrative
activity focuses on spatial considerations, examining how and where an
organization’s activities are aligned across multiple locations. For example,
organizations displaying high levels of coordination link activities and exhibit
consistencies across firm locations, reducing redundant operations, whereas
organizations with low or no coordination operate sites that work
independently and appear very different from one another [27]. We expect
that LMSs’ horizontal integration, vertical integration, and coordination
efforts will vary, distinguishing common LMS forms.
The examination of LMSs’ horizontal and vertical arrangements requires a
disaggregated view of their components. Thus, we adapt previous depictions
of the continuum of care in the health care organization literature [23, 26, 28,
29] to generate Figure 1, illustrating the varied services and stages that LMSs
may include throughout their structures. 2 Figure 1 assumes that, within local
health care systems, differentiation and integration strategies apply not only
at general, acute care hospitals but also at less commonly considered points in
the continuum of care such as short-term rehabilitation and nursing sites (e.g.,
inpatient rehabilitation facilities and behavioral health hospitals), among
others. Conversely, outpatient care occurs within hospital facilities as well as
at non-hospital-based acute outpatient care settings such as freestanding
ambulatory surgery centers. We employ Fig. 1 not only as a conceptual
depiction of the continuum of care but also as a measurement system for
certain classification variables, discussed later.
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Fig. 1.
The continuum of care2

3. Methods
This study’s unit of analysis is the LMS, defined as “two or more samesystem hospitals located in the same local market or region” [6: 253].
Although LMSs’ local markets have previously been defined according to
urban boundaries, evidence suggests that a broader definition – accounting
for same-system hospitals within a specified radius of the local system’s
largest, or “lead,” hospital – more accurately reflects a hospital’s LMS
membership, as urban boundary definitions underreport both the number and
size of LMSs, particularly those that extend into nearby rural areas within
their local market [1]. Therefore, adopting the boundary radius modeled in
previous studies [e.g., 3], we define LMS boundaries as two or more samesystem hospitals operating within 150 miles of the largest same-system
5

hospital, as measured by bed size. Distance between LMS locations is
measured using drive distance measurements and calculated using the Google
Maps web mapping service application. This approach provides a more
precise measurement of spatial relations, accounting for topological
structures and road networks that may create barriers affecting geographical
access [30].

3.1. Data sources
We updated a 2009 national inventory of U.S. LMSs to reflect hospitals’
LMS membership as of 2012, following methods described in previous LMS
studies [5, 6], which referenced hospital system websites and promotional
materials as well as the American Hospital Association (AHA) Annual
Survey dataset.
Measures of LMSs’ levels of differentiation and integration were based on
two secondary datasets – the AHA Annual Survey and the Intellimed datasets
– as well as a unique catalog of LMSs’ hospital- and non-hospital-based sites
as of 2012. The AHA Annual Survey dataset consists of data for all hospitals
in the U.S., including information regarding hospitals’ organizational
characteristics, services, ownership, and location. Additionally, the
Intellimed dataset consists of all-payer admission and discharge information
reported for individual facilities on a statewide basis, including admissions
sources, case mix indices, and conditions, among others. Because our access
to Intellimed’s hospital admissions dataset was limited to six U.S. states, our
study’s examination of LMS forms consists of a convenience sample of
LMSs in Florida, Maryland, Nevada, Texas, Virginia, and Washington.
Primary data collection from hospital system websites and promotional
materials determined each LMS’s number, physical address, and type of
service locations in the study’s six-state convenience sample, as well as the
number of beds operated by each general, acute care hospital within each
LMS and the distances between a LMS’s non-hospital-based sites and its
hospital members. Each LMS’s care delivery sites were categorized
according to one of the fifteen stages within the continuum of care (Fig. 1).
Many LMSs operate multi-service outpatient centers (MSOCs), in which a
6

range of ambulatory services across multiple stages (e.g., diagnostic imaging,
fitness and wellness, primary care, outpatient rehabilitation) are provided at a
single location. Rather than categorize MSOCs according to a single service,
they are identified as a distinctive service location type and stage in the
continuum of care.
Hospital-level data from the AHA 2011 Annual Survey were aggregated to
the LMS level, providing information on each LMS’s hospital-based service
offerings. In some instances, 2011 service data were not provided for
individual hospital facilities, and for these observations AHA 2010 Annual
Survey data, if available, were substituted. Similarly, we aggregated
hospital-level admissions data from the Intellimed dataset to the LMS level.
Such data included hospitals’ case mix index, number of cases categorized at
the highest level for severity of illness (i.e., “extreme”), and number of cases
from various admissions sources. For five of the study sample’s six states,
Intellimed data were available from the 2012 calendar year, but for Texas,
data were limited to admissions from July 2011 through June 2012. Data
from each of these primary and secondary sources were merged to create a
unique LMS dataset.3

3.2. Variable measurements
Horizontal differentiation pertains to the number of services across system
hospitals [9], measured as each LMS’s total percentage of services among
member facilities and calculated by dividing the number of services offered
within a LMS by 151, the total possible number of services to report in the
2011 AHA Annual Survey. A second measure of horizontal differentiation
includes each LMS’s number of different freestanding service location types,
as identified through primary data collection and previously described in the
explanation of Fig. 1.2
We measure vertical differentiation as the difference in the case mix index of
a LMS’s lead hospital and the average case mix index of its non-lead hospital
members [31]. To identify LMSs that distribute a disproportionate share of
complex, high severity cases to lead facilities, this study also measures
vertical differentiation as the difference between a lead hospital’s percentage
7

of cases categorized as “extreme” and the average percentage of “extreme”
cases seen by its non-lead LMS hospitals. The Intellimed dataset recognizes
“extreme” cases as those assigned the highest severity of illness subclass
according to the All Patient Refined Diagnosis Related Groups (APR-DRG)
Classification System, with severity of illness gauging the extent of
physiologic decompensation or organ system loss of function. Beyond
hierarchical distribution of complex cases, LMSs may also exhibit vertical
differentiation by the type of care offered among LMS facilities, with specific
service lines or clinical conditions at certain hospitals within the LMS [3].
The Intellimed dataset includes hospital admissions by birth, allowing for
identification of LMSs that designate specific hospitals as specializing in
maternity services; hence, a vertical differentiation proxy by case type uses a
LMS’s standard deviation of its hospitals’ number of childbirths as a
percentage of their total admissions.
To capture each LMS’s spatial differentiation, we calculate each LMS’s
count of unique service locations [31]. In addition, LMSs’ spatial
differentiation includes two measures of the distance between LMS member
locations [7], identifying a LMS’s geographic “reach” (the average distance
in miles between its unique service location sites and its lead hospital) and its
geographic “spread” (the average distance between each of a LMS’s unique
service location sites and its nearest general, acute care hospital member).
We measure horizontal integration as the number of general, acute care
hospitals owned and operated by the organization [23]. A second measure of
horizontal integration is the number of stages throughout the continuum of
care in which a LMS operates multiple care delivery sites other than general,
acute care hospitals [25], with each LMS’s service locations categorized as a
specific site type within a continuum of care stage (Fig. 1). A third measure
is the average number of freestanding sites among each LMS’s horizontally
integrated stages, not including the number of general, acute care hospitals.
The first measure of vertical integration is the number of different stages
(Fig. 1) in which a LMS maintains a service location. We assigned each of
the 151 service variables in the 2011 AHA Annual Survey dataset as well as
each type of service location to a specific stage in the continuum of care [cf.
9, 32, 33).4 We also measure LMSs’ vertical integration breadth as the
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number of services stemming from acute care hospitals’ referral sources (i.e.,
“upstream”) and extending to their placement channels (i.e., “downstream”)
[28]. “Upstream” vertical integration breadth is the percentage of services
provided by a LMS’s facilities out of a possible 90 service variables
categorized before general, acute inpatient care in the care continuum.
“Downstream” vertical integration breadth is the percentage of services
provided by a LMS’s facilities out of a possible 22 service variables in the
post-acute domain of the care continuum. Collectively, “upstream” and
“downstream” vertical integration activities allow LMSs to serve patients and
direct their flow throughout the continuum of care, linking services flowing
to and from the LMSs’ core operations – that is, their hospitals [26, 28, 29].
Coordination among LMS hospitals includes the referral of specific cases to
lead facilities, exhibiting varying interdependence for patients requiring
specialized resources [1], and measured as the difference between a LMS’s
percentage of referral admissions at its lead hospital and the average
percentage of referral admissions among its non-lead hospital members. We
also measure coordination as a LMS’s average service duplication
proportion, calculated by averaging the percentages of member hospitals
offering an individual service [7]. Highly coordinated organizations reduce
redundancies across their multiple sites, while less coordinated firms tend to
duplicate operations across units [27].
This study developed 16 variables to classify LMS forms, with eight
variables relating to differentiation and another eight variables relating to
integration (Table 1).
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Table 1
Taxonomic analysis classification variables
Construct
Horizontal
Differentiation

Vertical
Differentiation

Spatial
Differentiation

Horizontal
Integration

Vertical
Integration

Coordination

Variable

Measure

Data
Source

Hospital Services

The collective number of a LMS’s services offered across
member hospitals, as a percentage of 151 surveyed services

AHA Annual
Survey

Service Location Types

The number of different types of service locations operated by
a LMS

Primary Data
Collection

Case Mix Difference

The difference between a LMS’s lead hospital case mix and the
average case mix of its non-lead hospitals

Intellimed

Extreme Case Share

The difference between a LMS’s percentage of admissions
categorized as “extreme” cases at its lead hospital and the
average percentage of admissions categorized as “extreme” at
its non-lead hospitals

Intellimed

Birth Case Distribution

The standard deviation of childbirths as a percentage of total
admissions across a LMS’s member hospitals

Intellimed

Locations

The number of unique service locations operated by a LMS

Primary Data
Collection

Geographic Reach

The average distance, in miles, between a LMS’s unique
service locations and its lead hospital

Primary Data
Collection

Geographic Spread

The average distance, in miles, between a LMS’s unique
service locations and that location’s nearest general, acute
care member hospital

Primary Data
Collection

Hospitals

The number of general, acute care hospitals owned and
operated by a LMS

Primary Data
Collection

Horizontally Integrated
Stages

The number of stages in the continuum of care in which a LMS
operates multiple care delivery sites, excluding general, acute
care hospitals

Primary Data
Collection

Locations Per Horizontally
Integrated Stage

The average number of unique service locations among a
LMS’s horizontally integrated stages

Primary Data
Collection

Vertically Integrated Stages

The number of stages in the continuum of care in which a LMS
operates a service location or provides a service

AHA Annual
Survey / Primary
Data Collection

Upstream Vertical Integration
Breadth

The collective number of a LMS’s “upstream” services offered
across member hospitals, as a percentage of 90 surveyed
services categorized as “upstream”

AHA Annual
Survey

Downstream Vertical
Integration Breadth

The collective number of a LMS’s “downstream” services
offered across member hospitals, as a percentage of 22
surveyed services categorized as “downstream”

AHA Annual
Survey

Hospital Transfer Difference

The difference between a LMS’s percentage of admissions
classified as transfers or admissions from other hospitals at its
lead hospital and the average percentage of admissions
classified as transfers or admissions from other hospitals
among its non-lead hospitals

Intellimed

Duplication of Services

The average proportion of a LMS’s member hospitals providing
a given service across all of the LMS’s services.

AHA Annual
Survey
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3.3. Taxonomic analysis
Taxonomic analysis began with the selection of classification variables from
an explicit theoretical framework [13], as previously described. Mahalanobis
distance measures were evaluated across observations, applying a 0.001
significance level to evaluate potential outliers. Classification variables were
evaluated for multicollinearity, and the appropriateness of each variable was
examined using principal components analysis methods to test whether
variables were representative of underlying dimensions. Variables were then
standardized, and multiple hierarchical cluster analyses were performed
applying squared Euclidean distance measures, allowing for the comparison
of results from single-linkage, complete-linkage, average linkage, and Ward’s
method clustering algorithms. We used multiple cluster determination
techniques, examining changes in agglomeration coefficients, dendrograms,
and agglomeration plots to identify the optimal number of clusters in the
hierarchical cluster analyses. By evaluating each hierarchical algorithm’s
solution, including comparison of agreement between each pair of solutions
using the Hubert-Arabie [34] adjusted Rand index (ARIHA), an optimal
hierarchical cluster solution was identified.
A two-stage approach used the results of the optimal hierarchical solution as
initial cluster centroids for a nonhierarchical cluster analysis [35, 36]. The
final K-means cluster solution was tested for reliability through comparison
of results across multiple cluster analyses, including solutions from the
hierarchical algorithms and solutions using different approaches to address
variable standardization and multicollinearity. Simple classification
agreement rates and ARIHA scores were determined between the final and
alternate cluster solutions to evaluate reliability. Additionally, we applied
multiple discriminant analysis methods, a common internal validation
technique for cluster analysis solutions. The characteristics of each
taxonomic group were then compared using analysis of variance (ANOVA)
and pairwise multiple comparison methods to examine the degree to which
taxonomic groups differed across conceptual dimensions. The interpretation
of these groups serves as a validation technique of the final taxonomic
analysis solution [13].
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4. Results
Among 840 hospitals in Florida, Maryland, Nevada, Texas, Virginia, and
Washington in 2012, 59 % (496) participated in LMSs based within these
states, collectively representing 125 LMSs. Of these 125 local systems, a
total of 117 LMSs – operating 489 general, acute care hospitals – provided
sufficient data to be included in the sample. Compared to the U.S. population
of LMSs, the sampled LMSs are comparable in size but more likely to be forprofit and operate solely within urban boundaries. Ownership form and
urban versus rural location averages between the sample’s LMSs and the total
number of LMSs operating in the six-state group do not differ at statistically
significant levels.
Mahalanobis distance measures identified three LMSs with distance
measures significantly different from the remaining sample at the 0.001 level.
Analysis also revealed considerable differences between these outlier
observations across different measures, causing their elimination from the
analysis. Multicollinearity led to the removal of the hospital services and
service location variables. Thus, the taxonomic analysis was performed
using 14 variables across a final sample of 114 LMSs.
Principal component analysis indicated the appropriateness of the
classification variables, and application of a varimax rotation suggested a sixcomponent solution that explained over 82 % of the total variance, with the
first component explaining about 18 % of the variance and the sixth
component explaining roughly eight percent. With fewer than 120 LMSs in
the sample, factor loadings considered statistically significant were those
with absolute values greater than or equal to 0.55 [35]. All 14 variables
displayed communalities above 0.50, indicating that, for each variable, the
six components explain the majority of their variance. Each variable
exhibited a significant factor loading in a single component; no variables
lacked a significant loading, and no variables displayed significant loadings
in multiple components. Thus, a strong factor solution exists, supporting the
study’s classification variables (Table 2).
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Table 2
Classification variable communality values and component matrix results
Variable

Communalities

Component
1

2

3

4

Service Location Types

0.839

Case Mix Difference

0.827

0.861

Extreme Case Share

0.787

0.854

Birth Case Distribution

0.896

Geographic Reach

0.914

0.921

Geographic Spread

0.921

0.913

Hospitals

0.826

Horizontally Integrated Stages

0.911

0.921

Locations/Horizontally Integrated Stage

0.532

0.564

Vertically Integrated Stages

0.882

0.876

Upstream Vertical Integration Breadth

0.832

0.687

Downstream Vertical Integration Breadth

0.812

0.811

Hospital Transfer Difference

0.759

Duplication of Services

0.794

5

6

0.866

0.921

0.841

0.628
-0.802

Percent of Variance Explained

17.754

16.302

14.411

13.006

12.909

7.997

Note: Component values reflect rotated component matrix results using varimax rotation;
Component values indicate statistically significant loadings (> |0.550|, based upon 0.05 significance level and power level of
80% for sample size less than 120)

The single-linkage algorithm indicated the presence of a “chaining effect”
across cluster solutions; thus, the single-linkage results were uninformative
[35]. Examination of the dendrograms, agglomeration plots, and changes in
agglomeration coefficients for the complete-linkage, average linkage, and
Ward’s method algorithms supported a five-cluster solution. Upon
comparison of hierarchical algorithm results, the Ward’s method best fit the
data, which is consistent with scholars’ preference for the Ward’s method [9,
36]. Average values of the 14 standardized classification variables for each
of these five solution groups were used as initial seeds for a nonhierarchical
cluster analysis, the solution of which produced five groups with 45, 39, 16,
9, and 5 members, respectively.
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The final solution of the two-stage cluster analysis was validated through
comparison to alternative cluster analysis results using different
agglomeration methods, nonstandardized classification variables, random
initial seeds, and factor scores. The results revealed a reliable final solution,
with high levels of agreement across many of the compared solutions.5
Internal validation was also performed through multiple discriminant analysis
using the groupings of the final cluster solution as the dependent variable and
the 14 standardized classification variables as the independent variables.
Applying a separate-groups covariance matrix for the classification process
and defining prior probabilities according to cluster group size led to a
99.1 % correct classification rate that far exceeded the proportional chance
criterion, indicating predictive accuracy of the discriminant analysis [35].6
ANOVA tests were performed for each of the classification variables, and
robust Welch and Brown-Forsythe tests were run on the equality of group
means. Evidence of unequal variances and disparate group sizes led to
Games-Howell tests, a preferred post-hoc procedure under such conditions
[37], evaluating each pair of cluster groups for differences across each
classification variable. ANOVA tests for separate classification variables
reveal that each is significantly different across the taxonomic groups (Table
3). Both of the robust tests of equality of means obtain significant results at
the 0.01 level for all classification variables but one. The lone exception,
“Duplication of Services,” had zero variance for one of the groups and was
unanalyzable. The Games-Howell tests reveal that in only three instances did
an individual variable comparison of one group’s mean to means of each of
the other groups lack a statistically significant difference between at least one
of the compared pairs.
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Table 3
Taxonomic group mean values for classification variables

Integrated &
Concentrated
(n=39)

Highly
Differentiated
& Integrated
(n=16)

Dispersed
&
HospitalFocused
(n=9)

Vertically
Differentiated
& Lowly
Integrated
(n=5)

0.48bc

0.69ade

0.76ade

0.52bc

0.38bc

4.96bc

8.74ade

8.19ad

3.67bc

4.40b

Case Mix Difference*

0.05be

0.14ce

0.47abd

0.00ce

0.64abd

Extreme Case Share*

0.00ce

0.01ce

0.06ab

0.02

0.06ab

Birth Case Distribution*

0.04be

0.05ae

0.04e

0.04e

0.11abcd

Locations*

11.84bcd

33.05ade

37.44ade

6.44abc

10.40bc

Geographic Reach*

17.80bcd

26.11ade

30.12ade

64.65abce

12.85bcd

Geographic Spread*

12.30d

11.38cd

15.55bd

45.90abce

11.89d

Hospitals*

2.89bc

5.28ade

6.88ade

2.67bc

2.20bc

Horizontally Integrated Stages*

2.00bcd

4.46ad

3.94ad

0.78abc

2.00

Locations / Horizontally Integrated Stage*

3.02bc

5.78ade

6.73ade

1.50bc

2.72bc

10.98bcd

12.97ae

13.13ae

12.56ae

10.60bcd

Upstream Vertical Integration Breadth*

0.54bc

0.76ade

0.82ade

0.59bc

0.40bc

Downstream Vertical Integration Breadth*

0.21bc

0.43ae

0.54ade

0.31c

0.20bc

Hospital Transfer Difference*

-0.00c

0.02c

0.10abd

0.00c

0.00

Duplication of Services*

0.79bcd

0.64acd

0.53abde

0.68ce

1.00abcd

Lowly
Differentiated
& Integrated
(n=45)

Hospital Services*
Service Location Types*

Variable
Horizontal Differentiation

Vertical Differentiation

Spatial Differentiation

Horizontal Integration

Vertical Integration
Vertically Integrated Stages*

Coordination

Note: ANOVA test of significant differences in group means within dependent variable: *p<0.01
Games-Howell post-hoc test of significant differences in means between individual groups at p<0.05 level:
a=different from “Lowly Differentiated & Integrated” LMSs;
b=different from “Integrated & Concentrated” LMSs;
c=different from “Highly Differentiated & Integrated” LMSs;
d=different from “Dispersed & Hospital-Focused” LMSs;
e=different from “Vertically Differentiated & Lowly Integrated” LMSs.
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4.1 Group profiles
Analysis of the classification variables’ mean values across the five
taxonomic groups allows for comparison of LMS forms, recognizing either
“high” (with no other groups’ means significantly higher), “low” (with no
other groups’ means significantly lower), or “moderate” (with other groups’
means both significantly higher and lower) levels for each variable (Table 4).
Table 4
Categories of taxonomic group means for classification variables

Integrated &
Concentrated
(n=39)

Highly
Differentiated
& Integrated
(n=16)

Dispersed
& HospitalFocused
(n=9)

Vertically
Differentiated
& Lowly
Integrated
(n=5)

LOW

HIGH

HIGH

LOW

LOW

LOW

HIGH

HIGH

LOW

LOW

Case Mix Difference

LOW

LOW

HIGH

LOW

HIGH

Extreme Case Share

LOW

LOW

HIGH

--

HIGH

Birth Case Distribution

LOW

MODERATE

LOW

LOW

HIGH

MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH

LOW

MODERATE

Geographic Reach

LOW

MODERATE

MODERATE

HIGH

LOW

Geographic Spread

LOW

LOW

MODERATE

HIGH

LOW

LOW

HIGH

HIGH

LOW

LOW

MODERATE

HIGH

HIGH

LOW

--

LOW

HIGH

HIGH

LOW

LOW

Vertically Integrated Stages

LOW

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

LOW

Upstream Vertical Integration Breadth

LOW

HIGH

HIGH

LOW

LOW

Downstream Vertical Integration Breadth

LOW

HIGH

HIGH

LOW

LOW

LOW

LOW

HIGH

LOW

--

MODERATE

MODERATE

LOW

MODERATE

HIGH

Lowly
Differentiated
& Integrated
(n=45)

Hospital Services
Service Location Types

Variable
Horizontal Differentiation

Vertical Differentiation

Spatial Differentiation
Locations

Horizontal Integration
Hospitals
Horizontally Integrated Stages
Locations / Horizontally Integrated Stage
Vertical Integration

Coordination
Hospital Transfer Difference
Duplication of Services
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The first group, “Lowly Differentiated and Integrated” LMSs, includes the
largest share of LMSs, about 40 %. They maintain relatively low levels of
horizontal differentiation and exhibit low levels of vertical differentiation by
case complexity and case type. These systems operate a moderate number of
locations, display a relatively limited geographic reach, and exhibit a
concentrated geographic spread. They also exhibit relatively low levels of
horizontal and vertical integration and show limited coordination of activities
across their facilities.
The second group, “Integrated and Concentrated” LMSs, includes just over
one-third of the sample’s LMSs. They are moderately differentiated,
exhibiting high levels of horizontal differentiation but relatively low to
moderate levels of vertical differentiation. These LMSs maintain a high
number of service locations, encompass moderate distances within their
markets, and exhibit a concentrated spread, with relatively short average
distances from service locations to member hospitals. They are also highly
integrated both horizontally and vertically but display moderate levels of
coordination.
Representing fourteen % of the sample, the systems in the third group are
“Highly Differentiated and Integrated” LMSs. They exhibit high levels of
horizontal differentiation as well as vertical differentiation (specifically by
case complexity). These systems are spatially differentiated, operating many
service locations with a moderate geographic reach and moderately dispersed
configurations. They are highly integrated both horizontally and vertically,
exhibiting the highest degree of coordination among the taxonomy’s LMS
forms.
The fourth group, “Dispersed and Hospital-Focused” LMSs, represents just
under 8 % of the sample. They display low levels of horizontal and vertical
differentiation. However, their spatial arrangements are unique because they
operate in relatively few locations – typically hospitals – yet their facilities
are widely dispersed with an extensive geographic reach. They also exhibit
low levels of horizontal integration and low to moderate levels of vertical
integration and coordination across their facilities.
Systems in the fifth and smallest group are “Vertically Differentiated and
Lowly Integrated” LMSs. They display low levels of horizontal
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differentiation yet are highly vertically differentiated by case complexity and
service type. In contrast, these LMSs operate a moderate number of locations
and maintain concentrated configurations with limited geographic reach.
They also exhibit low levels of horizontal integration, vertical integration,
and coordination across their facilities.

5. Discussion
This study’s taxonomy provides a foundational understanding of LMS forms
based on their hospital- and non-hospital-based components, and the evident
diversity among the five solution groups illustrates the importance of
accounting for such heterogeneity in research and policy analysis rather than
examining LMSs as a homogenous form. These findings also support
theoretically motivated arguments that differentiation and integration are key
dimensions of organizational structure [14], extending to the
interorganizational structures of LMSs, while configuration and coordination
– dimensions of differentiation and integration, respectively, as described by
Porter [15] – also clearly describe and distinguish LMS forms, emphasizing
geographic considerations to conceptualize health care organizations. Such
geographic considerations are critical in this study to define hospital systems
at local levels and evaluate LMSs’ spatial arrangements of hospitals and nonhospital-based service locations.
A comparison of the LMS groups derived from this analysis to the widelyrecognized hospital system categories of the AHA Annual Survey dataset,
developed by Bazzoli and colleagues [9], reveals some consistencies between
the taxonomies. For example, there is a disproportionate share of “Lowly
Differentiated and Integrated” LMSs categorized as “Decentralized Health
Systems” or “Independent Hospital Systems” in the AHA taxonomy, noted
for their moderate to low differentiation and lack of vertical relationships,
while only one “Lowly Differentiated and Integrated” LMS was also
categorized in the AHA taxonomy as a “Centralized Health System,” a group
recognized for moderate to high service differentiation. We also observed
most of the “Highly Differentiated and Integrated” LMSs categorized as
either “Centralized Health Systems,” “Centralized Physician/Insurance
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Health Systems,” or “Moderately Centralized Health Systems” in the AHA
taxonomy, noted for their moderate to high service differentiation, while few
are assigned to the AHA categories reflecting lower degrees of differentiation
or integration. Results of a Fisher’s exact test suggest a statistically
significant association (p < 0.05) between our sample LMSs’ assignments to
the AHA taxonomic groups and their assignments to one of the five LMS
forms identified in this study. Furthermore, a Cramer’s V measure of the
association between the taxonomies’ assignments for the sample LMSs
indicates a moderate association (0.271).
At the same time, examination of the two taxonomies reveals important
discrepancies, with LMSs in each single grouping within our study’s
taxonomy identified across multiple AHA taxonomic categories. Notably,
LMSs that are consolidated as a single system and classified within the same
group in the AHA categories are shown in this study to present distinctive
forms from one another. For example, the varied “subsystems” of regional
and national hospital organizations (e.g., HCA, Tenet, CHRISTUS Health)
operating as LMSs in different local markets were categorized across
different taxonomic groups, supporting arguments that local multihospital
systems – including the local subsystems of regional or national hospital
chains – merit distinction when classifying hospital system forms, as local
market characteristics and phenomena influence system operations and
strategies [38].
Thus, these results build upon past efforts to categorize hospital-based
systems, as previous taxonomic efforts that did not identify and separate
LMSs within their larger corporate systems overlooked the potential
heterogeneity of a system’s LMS forms across its separate markets. This
taxonomy is also distinct in its emphasis on geographical considerations,
accounting for LMSs’ spatial arrangements and non-hospital-based service
locations as key classification variables. Indeed, we observe spatial
arrangements and strategies relating to the operation and coordination of
service locations as distinguishing elements of LMS forms. Although past
studies and datasets of hospital-based systems have typically not recognized
their non-hospital-based components, they are critical elements to identify
and consider with LMSs today, as non-hospital-based service locations allow
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LMSs to expand access and provision of services throughout their markets
[12]. Finally, this taxonomy is an updated depiction of hospital system
activity from previous taxonomic efforts, which utilized data from the late
20th century, prior to the influences of the recent geographic expansion race
and health care reform trends.
Having developed a taxonomy that describes common LMS forms, an
important question for future research is, how do we explain the differences
observed across these LMS forms? The findings of the taxonomic analysis –
revealing variation in differentiation and integration among LMSs at the local
level – lend support to Lawrence and Lorsch’s [14] seminal arguments, but
are there reasons why we see such varying degrees of differentiation and
integration among LMSs across different local markets? Organization theory
speaks directly to such questions, and we suggest – as others have – that such
questions demand the application of multiple perspectives to understand more
fully the complex and myriad phenomena influencing LMSs’ differentiation
and integration activities. For example, Shay and colleagues [3] draw from
numerous sources and perspectives (e.g., contingency theory, strategic
management theory, institutional theory, transaction cost economics, resource
dependence theory, etc.) and point to a variety of potential determinants of
LMS forms, including: local environmental forces (e.g., population
demography, epidemiology, employers); local market actors (e.g.,
competitors, providers, payers); organizational characteristics (e.g., size,
history); local environmental contingencies (e.g., munificence, dynamism,
geography); and, motivational factors (e.g., power, efficiency, competitive
posturing, industry evolution, institutional pressures). Organization theorists
suggest that each of these locally observed factors, or “contingencies,” may
explain why different LMSs would pursue varying degrees of differentiation
and integration, as different structures and strategies allow LMSs to fit their
specific tasks and environmental demands best [14, 15]. In the same way, we
anticipate that differences among LMS forms may be tied to differences in
their local markets, including different local environmental forces, market
actors, environmental contingencies, and motivational factors. For example,
consideration of isomorphic pressures – as described by institutional theory
and population ecology perspectives – suggests that a LMS’s adoption of a
specific form may be more likely if other LMSs competing in the same
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market also exhibit that form. Or, consideration of a local system’s size – a
key organizational factor addressed by numerous perspectives such as
resource dependence theory – may lead one to expect that larger
organizations would be more capable of acquiring and maintaining the
resources needed to effectively manage LMS forms characterized as more
diverse in their services, components, and locations (e.g., Highly
Differentiated & Integrated LMSs). However, such hypotheses must be
properly examined and tested in future studies specifically examining
organizational and environmental factors that account for differences
between LMS categories. Furthermore, such recognition of local factors as
potential determinants of multihospital system forms lends further support to
the importance of studying and identifying multihospital system activities at
local levels.
For health care managers, consideration of these factors may assist in the
formulation of their own organization’s strategies as well as the
characterization and assessment of competing LMSs’ strategic activities. In
addition, managers’ awareness of LMS forms may assist their evaluation of
growth opportunities, competitive and environmental threats, and
organizational weaknesses, and identifying the desirable characteristics of
certain LMS forms may provide managers with a better recognition of other
organizations that would be suitable for partnership or emulation. This
becomes a particularly important endeavor in an industry that continues to
consolidate, that applies increased pressures for providers to grow throughout
the continuum of care, and that increasingly calls for providers to adopt
population health models and care for their local communities outside of
hospital walls.
We anticipate LMSs will influence the implementation and outcomes of U.S.
health care reform efforts emphasizing the coordination of services across
health care settings and throughout the continuum of care. Yet, recent studies
[e.g., 7, 39] shed doubt that hospital-based providers can meet policymakers’
aims for improved care coordination. With the majority of LMSs in this
study exhibiting low levels of differentiation, integration, and coordination,
such skepticism may be warranted. Future studies may examine which LMS
forms effectively meet health care reform goals, as well as whether specific
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LMS forms realize a regionalized model of care delivery – a vision of
hierarchical coordination a century in the making [2, 40].
Addressing the potential of LMSs to inform health policy design and health
planning, Luke [2: 194] suggests that LMSs display great potential to usher in
regionally coordinated health care in the U.S. as they “now form the basis for
regional organization and management of acute care and other services.”
Similarly, Porter and Lee [41: 66] promote the strategic geographic
expansion of “superior” providers through a hub-and-spoke model, enabling
the provision of vertically differentiated and coordinated care in diverse
locations within a market. Descriptions of such models resemble the
characteristics of “Highly Differentiated and Integrated” LMSs, and
policymakers may consider ways to promote such forms in their design of
health policy as well as to further evaluate the association between such
forms and the effective and efficient provision of health services. And, as
international health care delivery systems increasingly turn to such
regionalized models “as a strategy for addressing the consequences of system
fragmentation,” international health policymakers may find interest in
examining LMS forms to “improve system performance” and consider how
service delivery may be restructured and reconfigured to promote
coordination [2: 200].
These results may also be employed to evaluate health policies, particularly
as they relate to population health management and value-based care. Given
their scale and importance as health care providers at the local level, LMSs
are well-positioned to respond to recent U.S. health policy reform efforts,
including the accountable care organization (ACO) model. ACO proponents
value the organization of health services from a local perspective, believing
improvements in quality and cost control are best achieved through
coordination across the care continuum among defined groups of local
hospitals and health service providers [e.g., 42]. LMSs displaying
arrangements with service components coordinated throughout the care
continuum, including “Highly Differentiated and Integrated” LMSs,
exemplify such ideals, but do such forms embrace or participate in ACO
models, and do they succeed in achieving the ambitious goals of the ACO
concept? Are certain LMS forms equipped to manage the health of their
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local communities and succeed under value-based financing given variations
in differentiation, integration, and spatial arrangements? And, given their
variation in spatial arrangements and the ties to access in their local markets,
what may be the association between different LMS forms and cost or quality
outcomes? Are certain LMS forms better positioned to address the “iron
triangle” of cost, access, and quality concerns in health care?

5.1 Limitations
We acknowledge several study limitations. First, identification of LMSs’
spatial boundaries using a defined radius is imprecise when assigning
hospitals to local systems. However, this decision acknowledges the
underrepresentation of LMSs and their components when adopting urban
boundaries; thus, the 150-mile radius boundary was applied, consistent with
recent LMS studies [3]. Within the study sample, over 83 % of the hospitals
operated within 50 miles of their LMSs’ lead hospital, and roughly 97 %
operated within 100 miles of their system’s largest hospital. A total of 13
sample LMSs included a hospital member located greater than 100 miles
from their system’s largest hospital, and during primary data collection,
examination of these hospital locations suggested their involvement as
participating facility members within the recognized LMS.
Also, obtaining information regarding LMS components, configurations, and
activities relied upon both providers’ accurate reporting during primary data
collection and accurate information provided in secondary datasets. Eight
LMSs were excluded from the study sample due to missing data.
Additionally, 28 LMSs lacked facility-level data for specific hospital
members, but sufficient information was available for their remaining
hospital members for necessary measures, and these systems were thus
maintained in the sample. Furthermore, the years represented across the
study’s data sources were inconsistent. Primary data sources reflected LMSs
as of 2012, and Intellimed data for five of the six states also reflected
hospital-level operations in 2012. However, for LMSs based in Texas,
Intellimed data covered July 2011 through June 2012. Data included from
the AHA Annual Survey primarily represented LMSs’ services and
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operations as of 2011, but in some instances, required substitution of 2010
data.
The constructs of differentiation and integration are complex and challenging
to operationalize. Given this and the limitations of available data, a system’s
differentiation and integration may not have been as well captured as desired.
For example, using birth case distribution as the indicator of vertical
differentiation by service type may have neglected other evidence of vertical
differentiation by service type. Second, the evaluation of inter-hospital
coordination comparing transfer admissions between a LMS’s lead hospital
and its non-lead facilities served as a proxy measure of coordination, but data
sources could not distinguish transfers and admissions from non-LMS
hospitals [3]. Third, LMSs’ integration activities required same-system
ownership, potentially disregarding evidence of integration with providers
outside of ownership arrangements. Fourth, integration was evaluated
according to LMSs’ health care services and did not consider insurance
products or financial services. Fifth, measurements of differentiation and
integration between lead and non-lead facilities assumed the designation of a
single lead hospital within each LMS. In some cases, a system may not
designate a single facility as its lead hospital, and in other cases, the largest
facility may not necessarily operate as a system’s lead hospital.
Finally, the six-state focus limited the generality of the results and size of the
study’s sample. Although this focus was the result of restricted access to
Intellimed admissions data for the six states represented in the sample, an
expansion of the study to include LMSs representing more states, particularly
from the Midwest and Northeast regions of the U.S., and to produce greater
sample size, is desired. Related to this, reliance upon primary as well as
proprietary data sources, such as Intellimed, poses a considerable challenge
for future study replication efforts. Furthermore, important state-level factors
that could contribute to study findings, such as states’ regulatory and
financial environments, were not controlled for in the study.
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6. Conclusion
This taxonomy provides a practical groundwork for data collection and
analysis of LMSs. Additional analysis by the lead author as part of a broader
study examining LMSs provides external validation for the LMS taxonomy,
as more than 20 theoretically derived measures – external from the
classification variables previously presented – were observed to exhibit
significant differences across the five LMS forms [43]. Given such
validation, future studies should update the catalog and taxonomy, allowing
for longitudinal evaluation of changes in LMS components and forms and
ensuring the relevance and validity of the taxonomic groups. Future research
can also examine the association between LMS forms and issues such as
medical care spending, efficiency, access to care, and quality of care, among
others. Local multihospital systems, not individual hospitals, are now the
dominant providers of health care services in local markets throughout the
U.S., and their contribution to health delivery must not be neglected.

Notes
1 We recognize the potential for confusion between Porter’s use of the term “configuration” and
others’ approaches to the term “configuration,” including the shape of organizational role
structures [19] as well as in relation to configuration or archetype theory [e.g., 20, 21]. For this
reason, we use the term “spatial differentiation” to refer to the concepts described in Porter’s
definition of configuration.
2 Figure 1 is adapted from similar depictions of the continuum of care by Conrad and colleagues
[23: 54, 29: 493], Mick and Conrad [26: 351], and Clement [28: 103]. These depictions
recognize different stages along the continuum of care, represented in Fig. 1 as “Inputs to
Services,” “Direct Service Outputs,” “Episodic Service Outputs,” and “Chronic Service
Outputs.” Within each of these stages, different categories of service or product settings are
identified, as shown in Fig. 1. Examples of “Education of Labor” sites operated by LMSs
include nursing schools, therapy schools, and management schools, and “Medical Equipment”
sites include durable medical equipment vendor locations. “Ancillary Services” settings include
diagnostic laboratories, diagnostic imaging centers, and pharmacies, while “Wellness & Health
Promotion” sites include fitness and wellness centers, diabetes clinics, and pregnancy testing and
education facilities. “Primary Care” locations refer to primary care physician practices and
clinics, and “Specialty Physician Care” locations refer to specialty physician practices and
clinics. Examples of “Acute Outpatient Care” settings include ambulatory surgery centers, sleep
clinics, and wound care clinics. “Non-Physician Provider Care” locations refer to sites providing
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care primarily through the services of non-physician providers, such as retail clinics, outpatient
rehabilitation clinics, behavioral health clinics, and occupational health clinics. “Urgent &
Emergency Care” sites include freestanding emergency centers and urgent care clinics. “General
Hospital Inpatient Care” refers to services provided within general, acute care hospitals, and
“Specialty Hospital Inpatient Care” refers to services provided within specialty hospitals such as
heart hospitals and surgical hospitals. Examples of “Short-term Inpatient Rehab & Nursing”
settings include inpatient rehabilitation facilities and behavioral health hospitals, while “Longterm Inpatient Rehab & Nursing” sites include long-term acute care hospitals and skilled nursing
facilities. “Outpatient Rehab & Nursing” refers to LMS services such as home health and
comprehensive outpatient rehabilitation facilities, and “Extended Care & Living” locations are
settings such as long-term care facilities, assisted living facilities, continuing care retirement
communities, adult day care centers, and hospice homes. “Multi-Service Outpatient Centers”
may include varied combinations of ancillary, wellness & health promotion, primary care, acute
& specialty outpatient care, non-physician provider care, or urgent and emergency care services.
3 Additional information regarding the study’s data sources, including substitution of AHA 2010
Annual Survey data and instances in which LMSs lacked observations for individual facilities, is
available upon request.
4 A detailed listing of each service variable and its assigned stage, as well as a listing of
corresponding service location types identified in primary data collection, is available upon
request.
5 A comparison of agreement rates between the final solution and alternative cluster analysis
results is available upon request.
6 Separate discriminant analyses were also performed for cross-validation purposes, using a
within-groups covariance matrix, equal prior probabilities, and split-sample validation methods.
Each of the classification rates obtained from these multiple discriminant analyses greatly
exceeded the recommended classification accuracy, indicating that the final cluster groupings are
internally valid and reliable. A comparison of these results is available upon request.
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